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Agenda for this 
presentation
1. Introduction and overview from CA Leach

2. Performance Management  & Innovation 
Approach

3. Data Governance and Workforce Capacity
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Introduction from City 
Administrator Leach
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Based on What Works Cities 
certification criteria, Baltimore is far 
ahead of other cities in terms of 
executive leadership leading and 
managing with data.

We’re on par with cities of similar size 
and ahead of all cities on average when 
it comes to performance analytics.

Data 
Governance

Evaluations 

General
Management

Open Data

Performance 
Analytics

Repurposing

Results-Driven 
Contracting

Stakeholder 
Engagement



Mayor’s Action Plan
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Mayor’s Action Plan
The Mayor’s Action Plan is a roadmap for action for 
Mayor Scott’s first term. The plan outlines interagency 
goals and actions that include Key Performance
Indicators and is managed using a structured project 
management approach. 



Performance Planning and 
CitiStat
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A Brief History of Performance Programs

Covid Era 
Public Data 
Dashboards

JHU 
coronavirus 
resource center

City/State 
dashboards

2020s

Rise of 
Analytics 
offices

Nolalytics

2010s

Delivery Units

England/UK 

Africa

Results-Based 
Accountability

Open Data

2000s

Performance 
Stat

CompStat

CitiStat

1990s

New Programs 
Developed

Malcolm Baldrige 
Quality 
Improvement 
Program

Six Sigma

1980s

Private Sector

Private sector 
renews emphasis 
on quality and 
process 
improvement

1970s



Convening around 
issues in 
performance 
meetings is best 
practice.
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“High-performing governments 
convene decision makers around a 
very clear purpose: crime reduction, 
snow removal, emergency 
management, school openings, etc.”

- “Performance Management Getting Started 
Guide,” Bloomberg Center for Government 
Excellence

https://govex.gitbook.io/performance-management-getting-started-guide/
https://govex.gitbook.io/performance-management-getting-started-guide/
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In line with these best practices, 
the Scott administration has 
made the decision to use CitiStat 
to problem-solve complex, 
multi-agency challenges while 
holding individual agencies 
accountable for their part in 
solutions. 

Agency performance is also 
being addressed through the 
agency performance planning 
process.
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● Each City agency will set metrics and 
targets for its key services each year.

● Agencies will report on their 
performance on these metrics and 
performance review meetings will be 
held with each agency.

● The plans and reporting on 
performance will be published and 
shared with the public.

● The first Agency Performance Plans 
will be published in August 2023.

The new Agency Performance Plans will be the City’s most comprehensive 
framework and process for managing the city agencies’ service delivery to date.



Leadership Engagement
CitiStat is used as a 

management and collaboration 
mechanism, led by Mayor Scott 

and/or CA Leach.

Issue-Based Focus
Stats are convened around 

issue or challenge areas and 
bring together multiple 

stakeholders.

Agility
Stats are used to respond to 

specific challenges 
sometimes in a nimble and 

timebound way.

Current approach to Stat

● Stat meetings bring together diverse stakeholders to problem-solve around specific priorities 
and initiatives identified by the Mayor and City Administrator. Stats can be convened as 
nimble and time-bound response to an emerging or targeted issue.

● Current Stat meetings occur bi-weekly, monthly, or quarterly. 

● CitiStat collaborates with agencies to develop relevant KPIs and data collection processes.

● CitiStat curates meetings using data to support the agenda and tracks all meeting action 
items for follow-up. 
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Stat and performance management today
Building Public 

Safety
Prioritizing 

Youth
Clean & Healthy 

Communities
Equitable 

Neighborhoods
Responsible 
Stewardship

Performance plans being developed initially for 16 agencies and then for all

PoliceStat CleanStat Neighborhood 
SubCabinet (DHCD)

Invoice Payment 
Stat

Emergency Medicine 
Partnership ForumFireStat (BCFD)

GrowthStat (Live 
Baltimore)
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Core OPI-led 

Squeegee Data 
Report

Key:

Youth Violence 
Stat

“Sprint-Stat” 
(upcoming)

BCIT-Stat (BCIT)

DGS-Stat (DGS)
ComStat (BPD)

Stat or process led by an agency; including internal agency Stats.

Multiple internal DOT 
“Stats” including 
TransitStat

RecStat (BCRP) 
(upcoming)



● A multi-agency Stat focused on City 
cleaning goals and metrics. This Stat 
modifies its focus with the seasons, 
emphasizing grounds maintenance in 
the spring and summer.

● Progress and Impact: Progress has 
included spearheading a quality 
assurance process improvement effort 
that contributed to a cleaner 2022 
growing season which featured over 
2,000 fewer overdue cleaning work 
orders than the prior growing season.

CleanStat
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● A multi-agency process that leverages the 
OPI-developed prompt payment 
dashboard to decrease past-due invoices.

● CAO Leach has introduced a 
“Tiger Teams” approach,
complementing the monthly main 
meeting to foster more in-depth 
problem-solving.

● Progress and Impact: Since September 
2022, PayStat has helped reduce the 
value of late invoices by 72% and the 
number of late invoices by 53% (though 
there is more work to do).

Late Invoice Payment 
Stat
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https://app.powerbigov.us/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzNmZDMwZDUtNmNiNy00M2MzLTkxNTYtNzZhODkwZjY1MjlhIiwidCI6IjMxMmNiMTI2LWM2YWUtNGZjMi04MDBkLTMxOGU2NzljZTZjNyJ9
https://app.powerbigov.us/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzNmZDMwZDUtNmNiNy00M2MzLTkxNTYtNzZhODkwZjY1MjlhIiwidCI6IjMxMmNiMTI2LWM2YWUtNGZjMi04MDBkLTMxOGU2NzljZTZjNyJ9
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● Focused on policing and other operations 
related to reducing violent crime in 
Baltimore, including the Group Violence 
Reduction Strategy (GVRS).

● A core Stat, led by the Mayor, central to 
the Administration’s violence reduction 
agenda.

● Progress and Impact: PoliceStat and the 
rigor of that process has contributed to a 
reduction in most Part 1 crime categories 
in 2023 including a greater than 15% 
decrease in homicide victims.

PoliceStat



Innovation and Digital 
Services Teams
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We use a design-based approach to innovation
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● Currently developing strategies to 
improve hiring and retention for 
“hard-to-fill” Baltimore jobs starting with 
mechanics.

● Progress and Impact: Developed the 
Baltimore Health Corps program which 
hired residents into community health 
worker positions, prioritizing residents 
hard est hit by the pan dem ic. The White 
House has since cited this as a “national 
model for centering racial equity in 
large-scale workforce development.”

Innovation Team
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Government services are 
increasingly accessed 
online, particularly after 
COVID, and our digital 
footprint and user 
experience are more 
critical than ever. 

Our new ARPA-funded 
Digital Services team is 
already bringing 
technological innovation 
and best practices to 
service delivery.

Digital Services



Data Governance & 
Capacity-Building
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Data Governance
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Under Mayor Scott, the City has begun to formalize data governance.

Data Governance
 Authority, roles & responsibility, decision-making process, etc.

Open 
Data 

Data Quality 
& Standards

Data 
Inventory

Data 
Ethics, 

Privacy, & 
Equity 

Practices

Retention 
Policies

Training & 
Education

Data 
Sharing

Communication & 
Engagement
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Questions around how a number 
was reached, where data are 
coming from, and how it 
can/should be used undermine our 
trust in what the data are telling 
us. Data governance is the tool we 
use to build trust in our data and 
the ways we use it. 

New MPIA Request Workflow
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Upcoming Sprint Website

Public Safety Accountability Dashboard

Open data and transparency are 
core components of Mayor Scott’s 
administration. New data-products 
centered on particular issue areas 
continue to be developed and 
released.

ARPA Reporting Center



Workforce and Capacity
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We’re building a culture of 
service excellence by promoting 
data literacy through Baltimore 
Data Academy and an upcoming 
course open to all City 
employees will be “Performance 
Management.”

Initial courses included:
● Foundations of Data Literacy
● Interpreting Data

Upcoming courses include:
● Performance Management
● Leading with Data
● Data Stewardship

512
Course Registrations

173
Course Completions

February 8 - April 30, 2023

“I am definitely going 
to be more aware of 
my record keeping 
and the data I collect.” 
- Learner
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The Data Fellows Program 
embeds data analysts in 
agencies to support 
agencies’ improved use of 
data for their operations. 

To date, 8 agencies, including 
DOT, BCFD, and MOCFS, have 
hosted Fellows. 

These Fellows are now 
“graduating” into more senior 
data roles throughout 
government.



Data Science + Analytics
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Data science and 
advanced analytics are 
beginning to help frontline 
workers and City leaders 
alike make better 
decisions.

As an example, using machine 
learning we are identifying 
collapsed rooftops via aerial 
imagery so that firefighters will be 
alerted of dangers before arrival 
on scene. To date, more than 40 
emergency demolitions have 
been performed as a result of this 
technique.

Better analytics help us 
direct scarce resources to 
the people and places who 
need them most - e.g. 
identifying nuisance 
properties or open service 
requests near locations of 
recent violence.
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Thank you!


